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Evidence of spin disorder at the surface–core interface of oxygen
passivated Fe nanoparticles
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Hysteresis, thermal dependence of magnetization, and coercivity of oxide coated ultrafine Fe
particles prepared by inert gas condensation and oxygen passivation have been studied in the 5–300
K range. The results are found to be consistent with a spin-glasslike state of the oxide layer
inducing, through exchange interaction with the ferromagnetic core, a shift of the field cooled
hysteresis loops at temperatures below the freezing at approximately 50 K. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!07315-0#
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the magnetic properties of fine particles
been traditionally urged by both a technological and theo
ical interest connected with the possibility of developing
better understanding of magnetic phenomena related to
effects. In recent times, new methods of synthesis~inert gas
condensation, layer deposition, ultrarapid quenching, m
chanical attrition, aerosol! have been used to fabricate ma
netic systems with characteristic dimensions on a nanom
scale. Innovative nanostructured systems with excellent
or hard magnetic properties1,2 or with giant magnetoresis
tance response3 have been created, which at present play
important role in modern technology and research.

That was also the occasion for a renewed interest in
field of magnetism of ultrafine particles, probably in view
their potential applications in high density magnetic reco
ing or as ferrofluids, which has invariably led to the disco
ery of unexpected magnetic behavior strictly depending
the reduced dimensional regime.4

A number of research works has been published du
the last few years dealing with the magnetic behavior
nanometric Fe, Co, and Ni nanocrystalline particles, mai
prepared by the inert gas condensation method, and pre
ing different degrees of surface oxidation.5–9 In this article,
once more attention has been focused on the low tempera
magnetic behavior of oxide coated ultrafine Fe particles
a different explanation, based on the spin-glasslike stat
the oxide layer, is proposed to account for the observed
sults.
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EXPERIMENT

Nanocrystalline Fe particles have been prepared
evaporation of iron in a tungsten boat at 1773 K. The pr
sure of gas phase during evaporation was 133 Pa~1 Torr!
helium.

Through interatomic collision with the inert gas atom
the evaporated atoms lose kinetic energy and condense
ultrafine powder that accumulates on a cold finger.10 The
passivation was achieved by dosing oxygen~266 Pa for 10
min! before opening the chamber to air. The loose pow
was smoothly stripped off and stored in air.

Figure 1~a! shows a transmission electron microsco
~TEM! micrograph of the passivated ultrafine powder, whi
has been carried out through a Philips CM200 microsc
working at 200 kV. For the TEM examination the powd
was previously dispersed in ethanol by sonication a
dropped on a conventional carbon coated copper grid.
material consists of nanometer sized particles nearly sph
cal ~15–40 nm in diameter! presenting a core–shell struc
ture. The dark inner core, visible in the micrograph, cor
sponds to metallic iron, whereas the surrounding light la
is expected to be the oxide phase.

X-ray diffraction ~XRD! analysis of the as-prepared u
trafine powder@Fig. 1~b!# reveals the presence of purea-Fe
and some small and very broad features at the position of
peaks forg-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 ~it is not possible to differen-
tiate between these two phases by XRD as their lattice
rameters are very similar!. These small peaks can be due to
poor crystallization of these compounds in the thin passi
tion coating. The presence of oxide species at the surfac
the passivated nanocrystalline powders was also fully c
firmed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.11

The magnetic behavior of the ultrafine powder has be
investigated through a commercial semiconducting quan
interference device~SQUID! magnetometer supplying

i-
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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magnetic field up to 55 kOe and operating in the 5–300
temperature range.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2, the temperature dependence of the magne
tion, measured at an applied fieldH550 kOe is shown. Full
square curves have been measured after zero-field co
and open circles corresponds to the field cooling~at 50 kOe!

FIG. 1. TEM micrograph~a! and x-ray diffraction spectrum~b! of the oxy-
gen passivated ultrafine Fe powder.

FIG. 2. Zero-field cooled~full squares! and field cooled~open circles! tem-
perature dependence of magnetization for the ultrafine Fe powder~applied
field H550 kOe!.
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procedure. Up to approximately 30–50 K, the magnetizat
in the zero-field cooling curve is seen to rise and then
creases regularly up to room temperature.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, hysteresis loops measured at
temperature of 5 K according to the conventional zero-fiel
cooled~ZFC! and field cooled~FC! methods are displayed
The field applied at 300 K for the field cooling procedu
was of 20 kOe. It has been observed that the ZFC loop
symmetric about the origin, whereas after field cooling
shift of the loop is experienced. The measurements h
been repeated at different measuring temperaturesTm , fol-
lowing the same procedure. In Fig. 4, the coercivity (Hc) of
the FC loops~curve a! and the shift~curve b! between ZFC
and FC loops is reported as a function ofTm . It is notewor-
thy that the loop shift decreases with increasingTm and van-
ishes near 50 K, namely where the maximum in the mag
tization against the temperature curve is observed~Fig. 2!.
The coercivity also decreases abruptly with temperature
ing from about 1500 Oe at 5 K to 200 Oe atroom tempera-
ture and following a temperature dependence similar to
loop shift.

It is well known that a shift of a FC hysteresis loop ma
be originated by an exchange anisotropy effect determi
by an exchange coupling between a ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic~or ferrimagnetic! phase in intimate con-
tact so that the exchange interaction can propagate thro
the interface.12 A necessary requirement for the establis
ment of exchange anisotropy is that the field cooling is p

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops measured atTm55 K after cooling in zero field~a!
and after cooling from room temperature in a fieldH520 kOe~b!. In the
inset: central part of the loop.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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formed across the Ne´el temperature of the antiferromagneti
Owing to the particular structural configuration of the

particles, an exchange anisotropy effect was expected. H
ever, the magnetic order–disorder transition temperature
g-Fe2O3 (;1020 K) and Fe3O4 ~858 K!, namely, the Fe ox-
ides identified by XRD, and also of FeO~198 K! are consid-
erably higher than the temperature above which the l
shift disappears.

On the other hand, further evidence of the only nec
sity, in order to observe the shift, to go through the critic
temperature of 50 K during the field cooling procedure, h
been obtained by performing a FC loop at 5 K, taking care
apply the field at 60 K. In this case too, a shift of the FC lo
of the same entity as in Fig. 3~b! has been induced.

We propose that the shift of the hysteresis loop is de
mined by an exchange interaction between the ferromagn
core of the ultrafine particles and the oxide surface with sp
glasslike magnetic behavior and freezing temperatureTf

550 K. In this hypothesis, the application of the field atT
higher thanTf forces the magnetization of the particle co
to lie along the field direction. Due to the exchange coupl
with the core spins, the spins at the oxide layer assum
preferential orientation which becomes frozen belowTf . In
turn, belowTf , the presence of the surface frozen spins
vors the ferromagnetic core of the particle being magneti
in the field cooling direction, resulting in a shift of the hy
teresis loops.13

One characteristic of a spin glass is to possess mult
stable configurations of the frozen state. The application
strong field, at a temperature lower than freezing, can fo
the spins to align along the field direction. As a matter
fact, the increase of the magnetization with temperature u
about 50 K~Fig. 2! can be accounted for by invoking the
mally activated transitions toward the spin configuration~fa-
vored by the presence of the magnetic field! in the oxide
coating of the Fe particles.

Accordingly, in order to support the hypothesis of
spin-glasslike character of the oxide layer, an hysteresis l
has been measured at 5 K, after field cooling from 20 K.
fact, for the above considerations, it was expected that
field cooling procedure, even if carried out starting from

FIG. 4. Coercivity ~curve a! and shift ~curve b! of the hysteresis loops
measured after cooling in a fieldH520 kOe, as a function of the measurin
temperature.
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temperature lower thanTf , could select a spin configuratio
and lead therefore to a displacement of the loop at 5 K
minor ~with respect to the case of field cooling from 300 K!
but considerable shift of about 150 Oe has been indeed
served.

With regard to the temperature dependence of the c
civity @Fig. 4~a!#, a similar trend~even if relative to ZFC
loops! for Fe particles prepared in the same way, was alre
observed by Gangopadhyayet al.14 and explained through a
‘‘shell–core’’ model based on the presence, at the part
surface, of an oxide coating in the form of very small cry
tallites, superparamagnetic above a blocking temperatur
30–40 K.

However, the high coercivity value at 5 K and the strong
decrease with increasing temperature@Fig. 4~a!# may be
equally well accounted for considering that the presence
the frozen surface constitutes a strong hindrance to the re
sal of the ferromagnetic phase. Moreover, it must be con
ered that, owing to the small size of the Fe core, some p
ticles may be superparamagnetic at room temperature, w
would result in a further decrease ofHc . This last hypothesis
has been indeed confirmed by performing an usual ZFC
magnetization against temperature measurement at an
plied field H5800 Oe~Fig. 5!. Note that this weak field, in
comparison with that used in Fig. 2, allows us to obta
information about the possible superparamagnetic beha
of the Fe cores, whereas the result of Fig. 2 can be correl
with the magnetic behavior of the oxide coating. It is no
worthy that the ZFC magnetization in Fig. 4 does not show
defined maximum and that the ZFC and FC branches rem
separated up to practically room temperature. This beha
is compatible with a wide size distribution of the partic
cores which, therefore, enter the superparamagnetic reg
at different temperatures.

Mössbauer spectroscopy studies by Haneda
Morrish15 and by Linderothet al.16 on surface oxidized Fe
nanoparticles revealed that the surface layer consisted
very small crystallites with spinel structure and that a lar
spin canting characterized the oxide phase.

A canting of the spins was also observed by Koda
et al.17 at the surface of ferrite nanoparticles. In that case t
it was found that the presence of the canted spins, aris

FIG. 5. Zero-field cooled~circles! and field cooled~triangles! magnetization
as a function of temperature at an applied fieldH5800 Oe.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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from reduced coordination and broken exchange bonds
tween surface spins, was compatible with a spin-glass
behaviour of the surface itself. It should be remarked that
behavior of the surface becomes relevant due to the v
reduced dimensions of the particles so that the numbe
atoms at the surface is comparable to the number of atom
the core. Recently, computer modeling of the influence
surface disorder and spin uncompensation on the magn
properties of nanoparticles and on the exchange anisot
of thin films has been reported.18

In our case, assuming that the oxide layer is made u
small crystallites, it follows that a high percentage of t
total number of spins of the oxide is located at the crystall
surface, more properly indicated as the interfacial or gr
boundary region,19 as well as at the oxide–Fe interfac
which would therefore be~in our opinion! the ultimate re-
sponsibility of the observed exchange anisotropy effect.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, an approach has been proposed in ord
explain the low temperature magnetic behavior~temperature
dependence of magnetization and coercivity! of oxide coated
ultrafine Fe particles, based on the spin-glasslike natur
the oxide layer. The occurrence of an exchange anisotr
effect between the ferromagnetic core and the surface re
in a shift of the FC hysteresis loops below 50 K, correspo
ing to the freezing temperature of the spin-glass phase.

It is worth noting that the possibility of observing th
above described effects is strictly connected with obtain
systems modulated on a length scale in the nanomete
gime. In fact, it has been proposed that the spin-glass
state of the oxide surface is favored by the very redu
dimensions of its constituting crystallites and, moreover, i
clear that the exchange interaction would not be stro
enough to affect considerably the magnetic behavior if
particle core and the oxide layer were not extended o
short and comparable scale length.
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